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An Overview of an Alternative Approach to Determining Active/Passive Appreciation in Marital Dissolutions
In this summary article, we present an overview of a complex and detailed valuation model. To download your
complimentary e-book containing of the full text of this discussion, please see www.mercercapital.com.
This model is presented in conjunction with a discounted cash flow analysis. Slight changes in the approach, along with the
application of common sense, make this model applicable to the single period capitalization method and the guideline company
method (both of which receive a fuller treatment in the foundational article), but we present only the discounted cash flow
analysis here. In states where an owner/spouse’s active management of a business does not preclude the consideration of passive
appreciation, the following model offers a fresh
approach based on rate and flow analysis.
The basic premise: Under certain circumstances,
you can calculate active/passive appreciation by
starting with the valuation date—which is
presumably the date of separation, although in
some states it may be the date the divorce action
began. Then by “dialing back” the various
components of value (discount rate and cash flows)
to the date of the marriage, you can isolate the
respective contributors to appreciation in value.
This model applies rate-volume analysis to the
appreciation of the value of an enterprise to
separate
“exogenous”
and
“endogenous”
contributors to the change in value. Exogenous
events have a direct impact on appreciation, but are
beyond the control of the company’s
management—such as a decline in the interest rate
environment. Endogenous events are those events
driven by management that contribute to
appreciation. Our model seeks first to identify the
former, reaching the latter as the residual or
remainder.
The model examines the internal/external factors in
a simple, reasonable way. It’s based on a primary
rule of finance: that the value of an enterprise is
equal to a measure of cash flow (or earnings) times
some multiple—the multiple reflecting the different
growth expectations of investors as well as their
required rates of return for various securities.
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UPCOMING WEBINAR

BUY-SELL AGREEMENTS
TICKING TIME BOMB OR REASONABLE RESOLUTION?
Presented by Z. Christopher Mercer, ASA, CFA

Thursday, March 30 • Noon - 1pm (CST)
Does your or your client’s buy-sell agreement say what you think it says?
You might be surprised.
In this one-hour webinar, we speak from our own experience valuing hundreds
of buy-sell agreements.
You will gain insight into the folly of fixed-price or formula pricing, the different
appraisal mechanisms, common misunderstandings that can end up as big
money issues, and, of course, the pitfalls of buy-sell templates.
All you need to participate is a computer and a telephone. As a special offer to
VALUE MATTERS™ subscribers, registration is only $49 if you register by March
15th - a 50% discount. One hour of CPE credit is offered.
AS A BONUS FOR REGISTERING, you will receive a 25% pre-publication
discount off Mercer Capital's newest book, Buy-Sell Agreements: The Do's and
Don'ts from a Business Appraiser's Perspective, to be published June 2006.
For more information, or to register, visit
www.mercercapital.com/buysellwebinarvm.htm
or call us at 901.685.2120.
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BUY-SELL AGREEMENTS
TICKING TIME-BOMB OR REASONABLE RESOLUTION?

Does your or your
client’s buy-sell
agreement say what
you think it says?
You might be
surprised.

Join Us on Thursday, March 30 for this Informative Webinar
Noon - 1:00 PM, Central Standard Time
In this one-hour webinar, we speak from our own experiences valuing hundreds of buy-sell agreements. You will gain insight into the folly of fixed-price or
formula pricing, the different appraisal mechanisms, common misunderstandings that can end up as big money issues, and the pitfalls of buy-sell templates.

All you need to participate is a computer and a telephone. The regular price for this webinar is $99 but if you register via this form before March 15th, your
investment is ONLY $49 - a 50% discount! One hour of CPE credit is offered.
AS A BONUS FOR REGISTERING, a copy of Mercer Capital's newest book, Buy-Sell Agreements: The Do's and Don'ts from a Business Appraiser's
Perspective, will be reserved in your name and you will qualify for a 25% pre-publication discount. You are under no obligation to purchase.

Fax back by March 15th to REGISTER to 901.685.2199,
or visit www.mercercapital.com/buysellwebinarvm.htm

 YES, sign me up for this webinar
(Only $49 if registering by March 15th)
Dial-in instructions will be sent 3 days prior to webinar
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Mercer Capital is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual
courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be addressed to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN 37219-2417. Web site: www.nasba.org.
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By limiting the focus to a certain time period (here, the date of marriage to date of separation), and then looking at the
various changes in the components of value within that time frame—some of which management can influence, others which
it cannot—we can gain insights into the “active” appreciation of the enterprise.
As a simplifying example, assume the following:
• The Company has no debt; thus cash flows to equity equal cash flows to the enterprise;
• Cash flows to equity equals net Income (which implies that depreciation equals capital expenditures, without any
requirement to invest incremental working capital);
• The Company has one owner/manager, who supervises all other employees (eliminating the effect of multiple
owners/managers); and
• No control premium applies to this business, given the discounted cash flow analysis—although it might apply to
valuations based on other methods.
Value on the Date of Marriage
Using January 1, 1995 as the date of the marriage, and by applying a discounted cash flow analysis to our one-owner
corporation, the calculations in Figure 1 reach a starting value for the Company’s of $8.2 million.
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FIGURE 1
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Value on the Date of Separation
Delaying a discussion of specifics for the time being, we then applied the same DCF analysis to the Company’s value on the date
of separation—ten years later, and arrived at the result in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2

As the numbers reveal, over the relevant time period cash flow increased while the discount rate fell (due to the decrease in its
various components), and the Company’s value is now, according to our analysis, $31.7 million. (This is a summary; the specific
rates and projections we used, plus all calculations, are set out the base article).
Appreciation Analysis
Very simply, to calculate total enterprise appreciation over the ten years, we subtract the first or beginning value from the
second or final value, arriving at $23.6 million. We then broke down this figure into its various elements, as seen in Figure 3.
For each step in the process, we altered elements of the 2005 DCF analysis, in some cases replacing various components with
their respective amounts in the 1995 model. Let’s walk through an example.
As a first step, we changed the risk-free interest rate from 4.51% to 7.73%, which was the risk-free rate in 1995. This change
reduced the overall value to $26.0 million, accounting for $5.7 million of appreciation. The reason: “But for” the change in the
risk-free rate, the value of the Company would have been $26.0 million, and the difference ($5.7 million) becomes
appreciation that is attributable to the “exogenous” change in rates.
Similarly, the next two changes involved “ratcheting back” the equity market return requirements and the Company’s specific risk
premium from the percentages used in the 2005 DCF to those used in the 1995 DCF. Moving backward in time, each of these
components increased—which resulted in a decreased enterprise value, and allowed us to isolate more of the difference between
$8.2 million and $31.7 million. Like the decrease in risk-free rates, the change in equity premiums is considered passive
appreciation, amounting to approximately $1.5 million, while the change in specific risk premiums is considered active
appreciation, because it rises directly from management’s efforts, and is approximately $3.3 million.
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FIGURE 3

We specifically chose to address fluctuations in the risk-free rates and equity premiums first, as they are obviously beyond the
Company’s control. If these factors had increased from 1995 to 2005, then we omit these steps, since business owners are not
charged for replenishing value lost over time.
Additionally, we chose to start with the 2005 discount rate and increase it appropriately (moving backward in time), rather than
beginning with the 1995 discount rate and decreasing it (moving forward in time) because the changes in the discount rate that
occurred over this time period increase the value of each dollar of earning power that existed in 1995 and each new dollar of
earning power that was created during the period in question.
After accounting for these changes in the discount rate, we then made similar adjustments for the changes in cash flow. Essentially,
we assumed that an exogenous event had occurred: The government had doubled reimbursement payments for a certain
health-care product, with the expectation that the reimbursements would continue at this higher rate. The removal of these cash
flows from the 2005 projected cash flows decrease the value from $21.3 million to $16.0 million. The model appropriately
characterizes this portion of overall appreciation in enterprise value as exogenous or passive appreciation.
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Following Through On the Final Steps
In the next step, we added cash flows to the 1995 DCF analysis, based upon some reasonable growth metric in the Company’s
industry or market. The specific metric is not as important as the methodology, as the model included numerous types of
adjustments. Given the base assumptions, and all other circumstances remaining the same, we concluded that with the growth
of the industry, the Company’s 2005 earnings could have reasonably grown to $10.1 million. We deemed the resulting
$1.9 million portion of appreciation to be passive, due to external market/industry expansion—although there are situations where
isolation of this portion might be inappropriate.
After identifying various passive elements (decline in risk-free rates and equity market return requirements, an exogenous cash
flow element—plus overall industry growth), and one active element (decline in specific Company risk premium), we are left with
a residual $5.9 million appreciation, which must be active. (If it’s not passive, then the appreciation must be active.) Remember a
basic premise of the model: It’s much easier to identify passive or exogenous contributors to appreciation, and then allow the
remainder or residual to be active or endogenous, rather than the other way around.
The model also tackles the problem from a different angle than any other method we know, ratcheting back through time rather
than forward. Yet the basic calculation of total appreciation starts with the final value: so why not use the same method to account
for its active/passive components? Traditional methods still have their place in various scenarios, but in divorce cases, this model
provides a simple but solid framework for analyzing active/passive appreciation.

CONLEY W. PATTON
pattonc@mercercapital.com

NEW E-BOOK FROM MERCER CAPITAL

RATE & FLOW
An Alternative Approach to Determining Active/Passive Appreciation in Marital Dissolutions
BY CONLEY W. PATTON

In this complimentary e-book, we present an alternative model for determining active / passive appreciation in a marital dissolution.
In states where an owner/spouse’s active management of a business does not preclude the consideration of passive appreciation,
we offer a fresh approach based on rate and flow analysis.
To order, visit our website at www.mercercapital.com/Products/ebooks.html, or give us a call at 901.685.2120.
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COMING SOON

Buy - Sell Agreements: The Do’s and Don’ts
A New Book from Mercer Capital
Coming June 2006
Mercer Capital has reviewed hundreds of buy-sell and other shareholder agreements, and we want to share our
“lessons learned” with you. We do not offer legal opinions or guidance, but instead provide a list of things to watch out for and
why they are important. Written for business owners, attorneys, CPAs, insurance providers, as well as other business appraisers,
the book powerfully illustrates the valuation consequences of badly-drafted agreements.
To be notified of the publication date and qualify for the special pre-publication discount, email Barbara Price at
priceb@mercercapital.com. Please type “Buy - Sell” in the subject line, and be sure to provide your name and address in the
message.

A N N O U N C I N G M E R C E R C A P I TA L’ S E - B O O K L I B R A R Y

Title

Description

Valuing Shareholder Cash Flows:

Quantifying Marketability Discounts has been updated and is

Quantifying Marketability Discounts

now offered as an e-book. Titled Verifying Shareholder Cash

Investment

Release Date
Currently Available

Flows: Quantifying Marketability Discounts - 2005 E-Book, this
edition provides a brand new chapter which discusses each of

$95.00

the five assumptions of the QMDM in depth. As a bonus, when
you purchase the e-book, you will also receive the QMDM

Companion, the latest edition of the Quantitative Marketability
Discount Model in spreadsheet format. We plan to continually
add content to this e-book, and as a purchaser, you will receive
this content free-of-charge when it becomes available.

Valuing Financial Institutions

We are responding to requests to put this book back into print

$65.00

Currently Available

$45.00

Currently Available

and we are doing so as an e-book

Valuation for Impairment Testing

The first SFAS 142 valuation resource for CFOs and auditors.
Also available in printed form at www.mercercapital.com

Are S Corporations Worth More

An e-booklet that adds to the S Corp vs. C Corp. debate

Complimentary Currently Available

Than C Corporations?
Embedded Capital Gains

An examination of the Embedded Capital Gains
issue through 2005

Rate & Flow: An Alternative

In this e-book, we present an alternative model for determining

Approach to Determining
Active/Passive Appreciation in

active / passive appreciation in a marital dissolution. In states

Marital Dissolutions

does not preclude the consideration of passive appreciation,

$19.95

Currently Available

Complimentary Currently Available

where an owner/spouse’s active management of a business
we offer a fresh approach based on rate and flow analysis

Visit our website at www.mercercapital.com for more information or to download an e-book.
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M E R C E R C A P I TA L O N T H E R O A D

March 7, 2006
"Marketing Best Practices"
Teleseminar sponsored by IGAF
Matthew G. Washburn &
Barbara Walters Price
March 9, 2006
"Marketing Your Business Valuation Practice"
Teleseminar sponsored by BV Resources
Barbara Walters Price, Moderator,
Z. Christopher Mercer, ASA, CFA, Panelist
March 26, 2006
SEAL Spring Meeting
Phoenix, Arizona
Timothy R. Lee, ASA
April 3, 2006
“Buy - Sell Agreements: The Do’s and Don’ts From
a Business Appraiser’s Perspective”
Firmwide Presentation: Bass Berry & Sims PLC
Nashville, Tennessee
Kenneth W. Patton, ASA
May 2, 2006
“Viewpoints on Valuation: the Appraiser, the Attorney,
the IRS & the Judge”
Philadelphia Estate Planning Council Annual Seminar
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Z. Christopher Mercer, ASA, CFA

May 3, 2006
Mississippi Financial Planning Conference
Jackson, Mississippi
Timothy R. Lee, ASA
June 1, 2006
“Buy - Sell Agreements: “Ticking Time-Bomb or
Reasonable Resolution?”
NACVA’s Annual Conference
San Francisco, California
Z. Christopher Mercer, ASA, CFA
September 18, 2006
“Buy - Sell Agreements: “Ticking Time-Bomb or
Reasonable Resolution?”
Virginia Society of CPA’s 7th Annual Business
Valuation, Fraud and Litigation Services Conference
Richmond, Virginia
Z. Christopher Mercer, ASA, CFA
October 19-20, 2006
“Today’s Word on Lack of Marketability”
CICBV/ASA Annual Conference
Toronto, Canada
Z. Christopher Mercer, ASA, CFA

The professionals of Mercer Capital have a great deal of experience speaking to industry and professional groups across the
nation on topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Buy-Sell Agreements
The Integrated Theory of Business Valuation
Is Your Business Ready for Sale?TM
Purchase Price Allocation
Valuation of Employee Stock Options

•
•
•
•

Litigation Support and Expert Testimony
Valuation of Privately Held Businesses,
Partnerships, or LLCs
Financial Institution Valuation
ESOP Valuation

To book a Mercer Capital professional as a speaker at your next conference or CLE/CPE meeting,
please contact Barbara Walters Price at priceb@mercercapital.com.
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A GENTLE PLUG FOR OUR FIRM
MERCER CAPITAL is a business valuation and investment banking firm serving a national and international clientele. Our
reputation for excellence is based on an ability to solve complex financial problems expeditiously. We convert over 20 years of
experience, including thousands of assignments, into solutions for the issues of today.
CORPORATE VALUATION. Mercer Capital provides a broad range of independent valuation and financial advisory services,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Dispute Analysis Services and Expert Testimony
Valuation for Corporate Tax Matters
Valuation for Corporate Income Tax Issues
Valuation for ESOPs
Purchase Price Allocations

•
•
•
•

Valuation of Employee Options
Goodwill Impairment Testing
Valuation of Intangible Assets
Fairness Opinions

INVESTMENT BANKING. Mercer Capital’s investment banking division and specializes in providing merger and acquisition
services to sellers or buyers of private businesses or public companies divesting divisions and subsidiaries. In addition, we assist
clients in industry consolidations, roll ups, and refinancings.
I N T E R N E T C O M M E R C E : O B TA I N P R O P O S A L S T O VA L U E Y O U R C O M PA N Y, B A N K , F L P O R L L C V I A O U R W E B S I T E
The cost of your time and delays in obtaining proposals has just gone down. Use one of the PROPOSAL REQUEST FORMS on
our website.
Many of your colleagues have already used our PROPOSAL REQUEST FORMS and are impressed by the decrease in
transactional overhead and the increased ease in obtaining actionable proposals for their clients. We are pleased to be doing
business with them. Try it yourself! Visit our website and provide us with the pertinent information via this form, and we'll
prepare a proposal and deliver it to you via e-mail, fax or USPS. Complete confidentiality is assured.

UNSUBSCRIBE
We will continue to send the newsletter as published at no cost unless you notify us that you wish to be removed from the
distribution list. To REMOVE yourself from this list, send an e-mail to: mercer-owner@mercercapital.com and type the words
"Unsubscribe – Value Matters" in the subject line (without the quotation marks).

Business Valuation • Investment Banking

Headquarters:
5860 Ridgeway Center Parkway, Suite 400
Memphis, Tennessee 38120
901.685.2120 • Fax 901.685.2199

Midwest Office:
511 South 5th Street, Suite 206
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
502.585.6340 • Fax 502.585.6345

www.mercercapital.com
DISCLAIMER. This publication does not constitute legal, valuation, tax, or financial consulting advice. It is offered as an information service to
our clients and friends. Those interested in specific guidance for legal and accounting matters should seek competent professional advice.
Inquiries to discuss specific valuation or corporate finance matters are welcomed. Permission is specifically granted to send copies of this
Value MattersTM to others who might have an interest in its contents. Permission is also granted to quote portions of this newsletter with
proper attribution.
Copyright © 2006 by Mercer Capital Management, Inc., all rights reserved. Text, graphics, and HTML code are protected by US and
International Copyright Laws, and may not be copied, reprinted, published, translated, hosted, or otherwise distributed by any means without
explicit permission.
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JOIN BARBARA WALTERS PRICE, CHRIS MERCER AND OTHERS FOR UPCOMING TELECONFERENCE

Marketing your Business Valuation Firm Keys to Building Business
Telephone Dial-In Audio Conference
Thursday, March 9, 2006 >> Noon-1:40 CST
Presented by Business Valuation Resources, LLC
Earn TWO INTERACTIVE CPE credits for participating in this conference
PRICE: $249.00 for a single dial-in connection. Use your conference room and the whole office can listen in. Two CPE credits are available for each
additional listener sharing the same phone connection - only $49.00 per person.
Add a CD or transcript for only $90.00 each.

Why should you attend?
BV is a hot-growth niche with a unique marketing challenge. Many practitioners would rather focus the majority of their time on billable matters rather
than on marketing and business development. This teleconference will reveal the keys to building your BV business and getting your phone to ring –
again and again – with real prospects while allowing you to focus most of your time and energy on your clients.
Barbara Walters Price, SVP of Marketing at Mercer Capital, and her panel will provide “how-to” and actionable insights into growing your firm.
You won’t want to miss this exciting session that packs a day's worth of valuable information into 100 minutes.

Learning Objectives:
* You will learn how to make the phone ring by leveraging your existing efforts and marketing materials more effectively and efficiently -- so that
you can spend more time on billable matters
* You will learn how to leverage your industry expertise and target your efforts to increase your marketing effectiveness
* You will learn how to harness the real marketing benefits of the web as well as other market resources products available to you
* You will learn how making a short, simple, and actionable marketing plan and budgeting appropriately will help you increase your business
* You will learn which tools of the trade work to attract clients and referral sources, and which don't

Program Outline:
* First, take a look at your firm/practice area - strengths/weaknesses
* Identify what types of engagements you want
* The importance of leveraging
* Pinpoint your market
o The web
* Target your prospects
o Seminars/Teleseminars/Webinars
* Which tools of the trade work and which do not
o Database
o Tools of the trade
o RSS
o Newsletters
o Publicity
o Speaking engagements
* Sharing the secrets of successful marketing activities
o Articles
o Books
o Giving back to the profession
o Advertising
o Sponsorship

TO REGISTER, CONTACT BV RESOURCES AT (888) BUS-VALU, OR VISIT WWW.BVRESOURCES.COM

JOIN BARBARA WALTERS PRICE, CHRIS MERCER AND OTHERS FOR UPCOMING TELECONFERENCE

MODERATOR/SPEAKER INFORMATION:
Barbara Walters Price, Moderator
Barbara Walters Price is the Senior Vice President of Marketing for Mercer Capital. Since joining Mercer Capital in 1985, Barbara has been instrumental in
developing and implementing the marketing strategy for the firm. She oversees all marketing functions, including product development, the firm’s
electronic marketing efforts including supervision of web site design and maintenance, speaking engagements, corporate communications, web and live
seminars, book design, publishing, promotion, and business development, among many others.
Barbara is an authority in professional services marketing and regularly provides other professional service firms with marketing and product development
advice and information. In addition, she publishes and speaks about professional service marketing topics to other professional service firms and
organizations throughout the country.

Nancy Fannon, ASA, CPA/ABV, MCBA, Speaker
Nancy has specialized in business valuation and litigation support work over the course of the last 18 years. She is frequently retained to provide expert
witness services relating to the value of a business; an opinion on the amount of financial damages relating to lost profits or the loss of a business or
segment of a business; and other financial matters. She is often appointed by a court or mediator as a court-appointed expert, and has served as an
arbitrator in valuation cases.
Nancy is a frequent speaker both locally and nationally on the topic of business valuation and damages. She is a regular contributing author for several
national valuation journals, has participated in writing valuation textbooks, and has been a technical reviewer on several others.

Harold Martin, MBA, CPA/ABV, ASA, CFE, Speaker
Harold G. Martin, Jr., MBA, CPA, ABV, ASA, CFE, is the Principal-in-Charge of the Business Valuation and Litigation Services Group for Keiter, Stephens,
Hurst, Gary & Shreaves, P.C.He has over 25 years of experience in financial consulting, public accounting, and financial services.
He specializes in valuations of closely held companies, litigation consulting and expert witness services, and special financial investigations. He has
appeared as an expert witness in federal and state courts, served as a court-appointed neutral business appraiser, and also served as a federal
court-appointed accountant for a receivership.

Chris Mercer, ASA, CFA, Speaker
Z. Christopher Mercer is founder and chief executive officer of Mercer Capital. Mercer Capital is a business valuation and investment banking firm serving
a national and international clientele.
Mr. Mercer has broad industry experience providing corporate valuation and investment banking services to hundreds of companies in an array of industries.
Specific industry experience includes, but is not limited to, auto dealerships, construction, general & specialty contracting, distribution companies, financial
institutions, financial services, retail, manufacturing, restaurants, technology companies, telecommunications, trucking & transportation.

CPE Credit Information:
Earn 2 Interactive CPE Credits (Consulting Services)
Business Valuation Resources, LLC is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing
professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses
for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be addressed to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700,
Nashville, TN 37219-2417.
Please note: To receive CPE credit, you must fill out the post conference survey. The survey link is e-mailed to participants along with the dial-in number and registration code, normally sent two or
more days prior to the conference. CPE credit only registrants will be sent the survey link via e-mail.

TO REGISTER, CONTACT BV RESOURCES AT (888) BUS-VALU, OR VISIT WWW.BVRESOURCES.COM

